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Self-mixing interference (SMI) technique can be used for measuring vibration, displacement, velocity and absolute 

distance. In this paper, a simple demodulation algorithm for fast measuring frequency and amplitude of a simple har-

monic vibration target is proposed based on the basic theoretical model of self-mixing interference effects. The simula-

tive results show that the error between the vibration parameters which are demodulated by this algorithm and initial 

settings merely results from the sample rate. Further, the experimental system of self-mixing vibration measurement is 

built. The experimental results have a good agreement with simulation analyses. The maximum error of frequency 

demodulation is less than 1 Hz in our experiment. 
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Self-mixing interference (SMI) as a well-known and vi-

able technique has attracted more and more attention. In 

the SMI measurement system, a laser beam is focused on 

an external object and then reflected or scattered back 

into the laser cavity, causing the modulation of lasing 

frequency and output power. The SMI signal which car-

ries the information of the irradiated target is suitable for 

the measurement of vibrations, displacements, velocities 

and distances[1-5]. Compared with other traditional Mi-

chelson and Mach-Zehnder heterodyne interference 

measuring technologies, the main advantages of SMI 

technique are simplicity, compactness, robustness, low 

cost and no restriction by laser source[6,7]. In past decades, 

many researchers have analyzed the theory and observed 

the experimental phenomena of SMI in different types of 

laser. The displacement waveforms reconstruction in 

SMI has also aroused great concern[8,9]. 

In this paper, we present a simple demodulation algo-

rithm for quickly measuring frequency and amplitude of 

a simple harmonic vibration target. The simulative result 

shows that the algorithm can quickly and efficiently 

modulate micro-vibration parameters of external object, 

and the error is quite small. Meanwhile, the experimental 

setup is built for the vibration measurement. 

Nowadays, there are two general theoretical models 

for analyzing the SMI effect in semiconductor laser. One 

is strictly solving the Lang and Kobayashi rate equa-

tion[10], and the other is using a three-mirror cavity 

Fabry-Perot (FP) model[11] to analyze. The mathematical 

forms of SMI theoretical models on basis of the above 

two methods are the same, which can be written as 

0
( ) [1 ( )]P P mFφ φ= + ,             (1) 

where P0 is the laser power without optical feedback, and 

m is the modulation index. The laser phase φ  is subject 

to the feedback given by the phase equation: 

0
sin[ arctan( )]Cφ φ φ α= − + ,             (2) 

where α is semiconductor laser line broadening factor, 

and C is optical feedback factor which represents the 

strength of the external optical feedback. 
0

φ
 

is the op-

tical phase of the external path in the absence of feed-

back, given by 
0

φ =2kL=4πL/λ with k being the wave 

vector, λ being the wavelength and L being the variation 

of distance from the laser diode (LD) to the target. φ
 

is 

the optical phase with feedback ( )F φ is a periodic func-

tion whose shape depends on the feedback strength pa-

rameter C[12,13], which in turn depends on laser parame-

ters, such as mismatch coefficient, target distance and 

laser cavity length. At present, the typical value of C is 

between 0.1 and 4.6 in most of SMI sensing applications. 

When the system stays in weak feedback regime, ( )F φ  

is a cosine function, like expected in a normal interfer-

ometer.  

For external harmonic (sine or cosine) vibrating object, 

the equation of the motion can be written as 

0
( ) sin(2π )L t L L ft ϕ= + Δ + ,

                 
(3) 

where
0

L is the initial distance between the outlet end of 
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the laser and the external object, ΔL is the vibration am-

plitude of the object, f is the vibration frequency, ϕ is the 

initial phase, and t is the time variable. We set ΔL=1 μm, 

f=200 Hz and ϕ=5π/6. The vibration of the object is 

shown in Fig.1(a), and the simulated results of the SMI 

signal waveform with weak feedback (C=0.8) and mod-

erate feedback (C=2.5) are shown in Fig.1(b) and (c), 

respectively. As can be seen from Fig.1(b), the SMI sig-

nal presents a sinusoidal waveform in the case of weak 

feedback level, which is similar to the conventional in-

terference signal. In the case of C=2.5, i.e., in moderate 

feedback level, the self-mixing signal shows a sawtooth 

waveform. The top fringes move upward gradually, the 

below fringes move downward gradually, and the incli-

nation of the signal also increases, as shown in Fig.1(c). 

When the displacement of reflecting objects is increased, 

the sawtooth waveform leans to the right, and when the 

displacement of reflecting objects is decreased, the saw-

tooth waveform leans to the left. At this time, the SMI 

signal is more suitable for practical measurement appli-

cations. 

 

 

Fig.1 (a) The vibration of the object and simulated re-

sults of self-mixing signals for (b) C=0.8 and (c) C=2.5 

 

Assuming that the SMI signal which is obtained in the 

experiment shown in Fig.2(a) is similar to the conven-

tional interference, each interference fringe corresponds 

to λ/2 change of displacement. Then the vibration pa-

rameters of the object can be demodulated by differentia-

tion and smoothing, as shown in Fig.2(b). After these 

processes, we can see from the SMI signal that when the 

displacement of external vibration object is increased, 

the pulse sequence signal is negative, while when the 

external object vibration displacement is reduced, the 

pulse sequence signal is positive. According to the posi-

tion where positive and negative pulses of differential 

signal flip, the reverse segment of original SMI signal is 

identified. In each interval, SMI signal has an extremum 

point that can determine the reverse point, such as R0, R1 

and R2 in Fig.2(a), and the reverse point appears in the 

case that the vibration displacement reaches a maximum 

or minimum. According to the periodic vibration, any 

adjacent time interval between reverse points in SMI 

signal is a half cycle of object vibration. Assuming two 

corresponding adjacent time points of SMI signal reverse 

point are tR0 and tR1, the frequency of vibration can be 

drawn as 

1 0

1ˆ
2( )

R R

f
t t

=
−

.

                            

(4) 

 

 

Fig.2 (a) SMI signal and (b) pulse train for extracting 

reverse points 

 

Fig.3 shows the enlarged image of any two adjacent 

reverse points of the SMI signal which forms a fringe 

segment. As shown in Fig.3, the location of the signal 

minimum value from the fringe segment is found out and 

sequentially marked as 1 to j. There is a stripe between 

any two adjacent minimum values, which means that the 

displacement of object vibration is λ/2. Start measurement 

at tR0 from a reverse point R0, and then the external vi-

bration can be set as 

0

ˆ( ) cos[2 ( )]
R

y t L f t t= ±Δ π − .                  (5) 

The displacement of object vibration is 

1
( ) ( ) / 2 , (1, 1)

i i
y t y t i jλ+ − = ∈ − .             (6) 

Then the amplitude can be solved as 

1

1 1 0 0

1ˆ
2( 1) cos 2 ( ) cos 2 ( )

j

i i R i R

L
j f t t f t t

λ−

= +

Δ =
− π − − π −∑ .

  
(7) 

 

Fig.3 A fringe segment of SMI signal 

 

Setting the same sampling interval (2 μs) and sam-

pling points (2 500), the SMI signals at different feed-
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back factors, frequencies and amplitudes of vibration are 

simulated. Then the parameters demodulated by this fast 

algorithm are shown in Tab.1. As shown in Tab.1, the 

algorithm is not affected by optical feedback factor. The 

demodulation of frequency and amplitude has high pre-

cision under different vibration parameters. The maxi-

mum errors of frequency and amplitude demodulation 

are 0.2 Hz and 0.004 μm, respectively. Besides, the algo-

rithm can demodulate the signal as long as there is a 

complete stripe in stripe region since the measurement 

accuracy of typical self-mixing interference is λ/2. Fur-

ther simulations show that the errors of demodulated 

vibration parameters are mainly affected by the sampling 

rate[14]. When the ratio of the sampling frequency to the 

vibration frequency is not integer multiple, it will lead to 

that the position of reverse point is not accurate. More-

over, when the amplitude is large, i.e., the number of 

stripes is too much between reverse points, the position 

of the SMI signal stripe obtained by initial simulation 

will also have some deviation. Therefore, through the 

demodulation algorithm at the same sampling rate, the 

error of the amplitude value will increase along with the 

increase of amplitude. In this case, by increasing the 

sampling rate, it will reduce the error effectively. 
 

Tab.1 Simulation results and errors 

C
 

(Hz)f
 

ˆ (Hz)f
 

(Hz)
f

E (µm)LΔ  ˆ (µm)LΔ (µm)
L

eΔ

1 0.999 8 0.000 2

3 2.999 5 0.000 5240 240.16 0.16 

5 4.999 3 0.000 7

1 1.000 3 0.000 3

3 3.002 0.002 370 369.82 0.18 

5 5.004 0.004 

1 1.000 5 0.000 5

3 2.999 0.001 

0.7 

470 469.92 0.08 

5 5.001 2 0.001 2

1 1.000 1 0.000 1

3 3.000 3 0.000 3240 240.16 0.16 

5 5.002 3 0.002 3

1 0.999 4 0.000 6

3 3.003 3 0.003 3370 369.82 0.18 

5 5.005 9 0.005 9

1 0.999 9 0.000 1

3 3.002 6 0.002 6

2 

470 469.92 0.08 

5 5.004 0.004 

 
The schematic diagram of experimental setup used to 

investigate the self-mixing vibration measurement is 

shown in Fig.4. An LD (FU650AD5_C9N) is used as the 

light source, which emit laser at 650 nm up to 5 mW on a 

single longitudinal mode and is fed by a constant current 

supply. The laser beam divergence is adjusted by the 

micro-lens which is packaged in the laser output. The 

laser emitted by LD irradiates onto the surface of vibrat-

ing speaker which is pasted by the reflective film. The 

optical power can be detected by a photodetector (PD) 

which is packaged in the tail of laser. Optical processing 

circuit is composed of transimpedance, amplifier and 

filter. Sampling resistor is 10 kΩ, and reverse magnifica-

tion is 50. The second order Butterworth low-pass filter 

is used as the filter circuit. Its cutoff frequency is 10 kHz, 

and the quality factor is 0.707. The signal after filtering 

and amplifying is displayed and acquisited through the 

oscilloscope. 

 

Fig.4 Experimental setup of vibration measurement in 

SMI 
 
In our experiment, the distance between LD and 

speaker is about 12.5 cm. In order to get a better 

self-mixing signal, we adjust the micro-lens packaged on 

the section of laser output to focus the laser just landed 

on the vibration surface of the loudspeaker. Two groups 

of typical SMI signals are obtained by adjusting the func-

tion generator to make the amplitude and frequency of 

speaker change, as shown in Fig.5. Since noises inevita-

bly exist in circle processing and optical feedback, it will 

lead to the error of feature point extraction during the 

signal demodulation. Therefore, we first use the filtering 

algorithm to smooth the experimental SMI signal. Then,  
 

 

     (a) Group 1 

 

     (b) Group 2 

Fig.5 Typical SMI signals of vibration measurement 
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the frequency and amplitude of vibration are demodu-

lated successfully by the demodulation algorithm men-

tioned above. The results are shown in Tab.2. The ex-

perimental frequency of speaker is given by the drive 

frequency of function generation. From Tab.2 we can see 

that the demodulation error of frequency is quite small 

compared with the actual value. When the drive frequen-

cies are 370 Hz and 340 Hz, the corresponding demodu-

lated frequencies are 369.55 Hz and 339.21 Hz, respec-

tively. Frequency demodulation error is less than 1 Hz 

which is slightly larger than the simulation error. The 

amplitude value is also demodulated as shown in Tab.2. 

Since the actual amplitude value of speaker is unknown, 

the demodulation error of amplitude can not be given. As 

mentioned above, the demodulation errors of the fre-

quency and amplitude depend on the sampling frequency. 

Although the error will be further amplified by the in-

fluence of noises in actual measurement, the demodula-

tion result of amplitude still has a high credibility. 

 

Tab.2 Experimental results and the errors 

 (Hz)f  ˆ (Hz)f  (Hz)
f

e  ˆ (µm)LΔ  

(a) 370 369.55 0.45 0.887 7 

(b) 340 339.21 0.79 0.321 1 

 

In conclusion, a fast demodulation algorithm which 

can measure the frequency and amplitude of simple 

harmonic vibration is proposed based on the basic theo-

retical model of laser SMI effect. The experimental setup 

of SMI micro-vibration measurement system is built for 

actual measurement and demodulation. The experimental 

results are in good agreement with the simulations. The 

maximal demodulation error of the frequency in experi-

ment is less than 1 Hz. The demodulation algorithm can 

demodulate the frequency and amplitude quickly and 

correctly not affected by the strength of feedback. 

Therefore, it will have potential applications in the 

measurement of micro-vibration. 
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